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Preface 

This project is part of a larger initiative to investigate mind wandering, started by 

Professor Matthias Mittner and the cognitive neuroscience research group at the University of 

Tromsø (UiT). Consequently, the idea behind this master project and its extension the 

Forskerlinje project: “The effect of transcranial direct current stimulation on the interplay 

between executive control, behavioural variability and mind wandering: a registered report” is 

a collaboration with Prof. Mittner, and associate professor Gábor Csifcsák. For the past three 

years I have worked closely together with my supervisors Matthias Mittner, Gabor Csifcsak 

and Ph.D. student Josephine Groot, to complete these two projects which ended up in one 

accepted manuscript at NeuroImage: Reports with the focus on the neural mechanisms behind 

mind wandering, and one master thesis focusing on the replication aspect of the project. 

 It started with me knocking on Matthias’ door and telling him about my interest in 

cognitive neuroscience, asking if he had any projects going on and wanted to supervise me as 

a master student. About a year later I also got accepted into the Forskerlinje program. Since 

then, I have been working together with the cognitive neuroscience group and my supervisors 

to complete this project. Together with my supervisors we agreed on study design, while I 

was in charge of setting up the lab equipment and data collection. I assisted Matthias Mittner 

in coding of the task script as well as the data pre-processing and statistical analysis. 

First and foremost, I want to thank my supervisors for the great work environment 

they provided during my time in the cognitive neuroscience group. I also want to thank my 

fellow master and Forskerlinje students, the Ph.D. candidates at IPS for their valuable input 

and all my friends and family who supported me throughout my studies. 

 

 

__________________      __________________ 

Andreas Alexandersen      Matthias Mittner 

(Student)        (Supervisor) 
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Abstract 

Mind wandering (MW) is a common mental phenomenon. Despite this, there is still 

much we don’t know about this pervasive mental state. Transcranial direct current stimulation 

(tDCS) has been proposed to be able to modulate mind wandering propensity, but a large 

variability in results paints an inconclusive picture in the current brain stimulation literature, 

and a satisfactory conclusion is still lacking. Recently, a study by Boayue et al. (2020) 

reported to successfully reduce mind wandering using high-definition transcranial direct 

current stimulation (HD-tDCS) over the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, providing preliminary 

evidence of the efficacy of HD-tDCS in modulating MW. The current thesis introduces the 

topic of replicating this elusive effect of non-invasive brain stimulation in depth, as well as 

reporting a high-powered, pre-registered direct replication attempt of the effect found by 

Boayue et al. (2020). Additionally, the results of investigating MW with a finger-tapping 

random sequence generation task that draws heavily on executive resources are reported. We 

failed to replicate the original effect of reducing MW during HD-tDCS, and in a meta-analytic 

approach, when the data was combined with Boayue et al. (2020) the original effect of HD-

tDCS reducing MW disappeared. These findings and potential problems of brain stimulation 

studies (in particular their low replicability) and their implications are reviewed and 

discussed. 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

Abstrakt 

Tankevandring er et vanlig mentalt fenomen. Til tross for at tankevandring er vanlig i 

hverdagen, er det fortsatt mye vi ikke vet om denne mentale tilstanden. Transkraniell 

likestrøms stimulering (tDCS) har blitt foreslått å kunne modulere mengden individer 

tankevandrer i en laboratoriesetting, men et stort avvik i resultatene maler et usikkert bilde i 

dagens hjernestimuleringslitteratur, og en tilfredsstillende konklusjon mangler fortsatt. Nylig 

rapporterte en studie av Boayue et al. (2020) at de klarte å redusere tankevandring ved hjelp 

av høy-definisjon transkraniell likestrømstimulering (HD-tDCS) over den dorsolaterale 

prefrontale kortex, noe som gir foreløpige bevis på effektiviteten til HD-tDCS i modulering 

av tankevandring. Denne oppgaven introduserer temaet om å reprodusere effekten av 

hjernestimuleringsstudier, i tillegg til å rapportere ett forhåndsregistrert direkte 

replikasjonsforsøk av effekten funnet av Boayue et al. (2020). I tillegg rapporteres resultatene 

av å undersøke tankevandring med en tilfeldig sekvensgenereringsoppgave basert på 

fingertapping som krever tung bruk av eksekutive ressurser. Vi klarte ikke å gjenskape den 

opprinnelige effekten av å redusere tankevandring ved bruk av HD-tDCS. I tillegg ble en 

meta-analytisk tilnærming gjennomført, og utvalget ble kombinert med utvalget fra Boayue et 

al. (2020), noe som førte til at den opprinnelige effekten at HD-tDCS reduserte 

tankevandring, forsvant. Disse funnene og potensielle problemer med hjernestimulering (og 

den lave reproduserbarheten av slike studier) og deres implikasjoner blir gjennomgått og 

diskutert.
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Replicating the effect of brain stimulation on mind wandering: A pre-registered study 

 In the past decade, altering human cognition has become an increasingly popular topic. 

In everyday life, doctors, psychologists and private individuals are using a plethora of 

methods to alter human brain activity (e.g., deCharms, 2007; Han et al., 2011; Lefaucheur et 

al., 2014). For example, humans have attempted to modulate brain activity in multiple forms 

and for multiple purposes, ranging from medicinal or recreational drug use (Brick & Erickson, 

2012) and cognitive therapy (Cuijpers et al., 2013), to mindfulness sessions and meditation 

(Chiesa & Serretti, 2009). Recently, a new research method has seen an increase in 

popularity, non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS), where the goal is to apply an electrical or 

magnetic field to the brain non-invasively, to change brain function from the outside (Kuo & 

Nitsche, 2012). More specifically, NIBS aims to achieve the possibility of altering certain 

cognitive functions without the use of drugs, as an alternative to the current therapeutic 

options (Brunoni & Fregni, 2011; though see; Tortella et al., 2014). The idea of being able to 

substitute drugs to circumvent common problems with pharmaceutical interventions such as 

absorption and side effects or speed up the process of therapy by using NIBS is a promising 

development in the field of neuromodulation. 

One of the cognitive functions that has been a popular research topic in psychology is 

attention (Driver, 2001; Ocasio, 2011), recently attention has also become popular topic to 

research with NIBS methods (Rubio et al., 2016). While attention is a naturally interesting 

topic to study, attention is also being researched due to its implication in psychological 

disorders such as ADHD (Luo et al., 2019; Tarver et al., 2014; Westwood et al., 2021), and 

mood disorders such as anxiety and depression (Ottaviani & Couyoumdjian, 2013). One of 

the key contributors to mood disorders such as anxiety and depression is shifting attention 

away from external stimuli to internally generated (negative) thoughts (Ottaviani & 

Couyoumdjian, 2013). Unintentional shifts in attention are not only associated with 
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pathology, the feeling of realizing your thoughts no longer are focused on the task at hand is 

very common (Killingsworth & Gilbert, 2010; Smallwood & Schooler, 2006). It is estimated 

that we spend as much as half of the time we are awake occupied with thoughts unrelated to 

the current task at hand, a condition that is often called mind wandering (MW; Antrobus et al., 

1970; Kane et al., 2007; McVay et al., 2009). Additionally, researchers have confirmed that 

shifting the attentional focus away from the task at hand reduces task performance (Yanko & 

Spalek, 2013). Although these types of attentional shifts or MW are often inconsequential in 

everyday tasks such as reading, it can be more detrimental during tasks such as driving or in 

aviation where attentional lapses can have severe consequences (Yanko & Spalek, 2013).  

Reducing MW to increase task focus or performance by electrically stimulating the 

brain could be desirable for practicians to supplement current treatment of mood disorders, as 

well as potentially increasing efficiency in task that requires focus (studying, reading). 

Unfortunately, results from research on whether it is possible to modulate attention with NIBS 

are still unclear, though not for the lack of trying (Axelrod et al., 2018; Boayue et al., 2019; 

Coulborn et al., 2020). The current literature paints a picture of conflicting results, with some 

studies finding strong effects of NIBS on MW and others finding evidence against that. This 

situation urgently calls for systematic and thorough investigations with more sophisticated 

methods and rigorous study designs. 

Transcranial direct current stimulation 

One of the most popular NIBS techniques used to investigate attention and MW is 

transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS; Nitsche et al., 2008). TDCS operates by 

applying a low-intensity current to the brain that induces an electric field in the cortex. This 

electric field can either depolarize or hyperpolarize the neuronal membrane potential of 

cortical pyramidal neurons (Huang et al., 2017; Nitsche & Paulus, 2001). This (de-) 
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polarization can alter cortical excitability, thereby either increasing or decreasing activity 

depending on the polarity of the flow of the current through the targeted neurons (Purpura & 

McMurtry, 1965). Research has even found evidence of neuroplastic effects when tDCS is 

used over longer stimulation periods (Lefaucheur et al., 2014; Nitsche & Paulus, 2001). The 

possibility of creating lasting effects to either depolarize or hyperpolarize neuronal resting 

potential makes tDCS a versatile tool for modulating brain activity and in turn interfering with 

mechanisms which is responsible for the phenomenon of MW. 

Mind wandering 

While research on MW has increased in the past decade (Christoff et al., 2018; Seli et 

al., 2018), we still do not know exactly how MW occurs, making it hard to target this 

phenomenon with tDCS. However, there literature suggests that executive functions (EF) and 

executive resources (ER) are involved. The term executive functions have had many 

definitions over the past decades (Karr et al., 2018). Early definitions of executive functions 

were described as frontal lobe functioning (Pribram, 1973), control over lower-level cognition 

(Baddeley & Hitch, 1974) and later as an umbrella term for cognitive control (Friedman & 

Robbins, 2022).  

Different distinctions have been made to attempt to pick apart the concept of EF. As 

an example, Miyake et al. (2000) proposed three distinct categories of EF; inhibition of 

prepotent responses, updated of working memory representation, and mental set-shifting. In a 

recent study on MW and EF, researchers investigated how these three distinctive types of EF 

was related to MW. They found that MW disrupted performance in tasks requiring inhibition 

of prepotent responses and updating of working memory representation, but not mental set-

shifting (Kam & Handy, 2014). This suggest that switching between task engagement and 

MW might not always recruit all types of EF, depending on task demands. Indeed, not 
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everyone agrees on the exact definition of EF, and there may be some discrepancy depending 

on context and field of interest (e.g., Karr et al., 2018). Nevertheless, there seems to be a 

consensus that EF is a placeholder term for a variety of complex processes that are necessary 

for problem-solving and higher cognition, which is operated by the frontal lobes (Alvarez & 

Emory, 2006), and that ER are often referred to as the availability of these functions (Alvarez 

& Emory, 2006; Gross & Grossman, 2010). 

While there still is disagreement amongst researchers on how EF are related to MW, 

there are currently two competing hypotheses: The executive function failure (EFF) 

hypothesis, and the executive function use (EFU) hypothesis (McVay & Kane, 2010; 

Smallwood & Schooler, 2015; Watkins, 2008). The EFF hypothesis postulates that MW 

occurs as a failure of executive control. This view does not assume that MW use the same ER 

as executive control, but instead that MW can be prevented by using the executive control 

system. The EFF postulates that MW occurs when the executive control system fails (which 

in turn can be caused by lack of available ER; McVay & Kane, 2010). The EFU hypothesis, 

on the other hand, postulates that the task and MW share the same resources and therefore the 

executive resources can be allocated and shared between the task and MW (Smallwood & 

Schooler, 2015; Watkins, 2008). 

While both hypotheses explain how task performance decreases when MW occurs, 

they predict opposite outcomes depending on whether the available ER are increased or 

decreased. As an example, the EFF views MW as a result of failing to have the required 

resources for executive control demands, and therefore increasing the available ER would 

help to protect against intrusive thoughts and result in reduced MW. On the other hand, the 

EFU hypothesis would predict the opposite: If MW and task demands share the same ER, 

increasing the amount of available ER would enable the participant to satisfy task demands as 

well as engaging in MW, consequently resulting in increased MW. 
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Investigating executive functions and MW in the lab 

To investigate executive function and MW in a lab setting, many different cognitive 

tasks have been invented and adapted over the years. The most prominent and widely used 

task to investigate MW is the sustained attention to response task (SART; Smallwood & 

Schooler, 2006). The SART is a Go/NoGo task which requires the participant to respond to 

certain target stimuli, creating a need to keep sustained attention to the task to perform well. 

The task works by presenting stimuli (numbers 0-9) in succession, and the participant is 

required to respond to all stimuli except a fixed target stimulus (usually the number 3). The 

SART produces several behavioral indices of MW. Firstly, incorrect responses to the NOGO 

stimulus (commission errors) is the primary outcome of the SART, and is used as an 

indication of lapses in attention (Seli et al., 2013). Secondly, failure to respond to the GO 

stimuli (often called omissions), is a common human error which can be interpreted as not 

engaging in the task and therefore reflects lapses in attention or engagement in MW (Johnson 

et al., 2007). The SART also captures other indices of MW, such as variance of response 

timers (RTs), where it is common to observe very short or very long RTs during episodes of 

MW (Cheyne et al., 2009), as well as speeding of RTs on GO trials directly after NOGO 

errors (Cheyne et al., 2009). Additionally, responses to GO trials which are too fast to be 

responses to the GO stimuli, are indices of anticipation and can be interpreted as result of 

autopilot behavior due to the set interval time of the SART (Cheyne et al., 2009). Altogether, 

behavioral indices captured by the SART can therefore be interpreted as a reflection of EF use 

(Cheyne et al., 2009; Seli et al., 2013). 

However, the SART has received some criticism recently, namely that due to the low 

temporal resolution of the task (target stimuli occur only rarely), the task is very monotonous 

and might not require as much executive function as previously suggested (Boayue et al., 

2020). While the SART is robust and versatile, new cognitive tasks have been developed to 
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specifically investigate the intricate relationship between EF and MW. A recent study 

published evidence of a finger-tapping random sequence generation task (FT-RSGT), which 

combined the classical finger tapping task (Kucyi et al., 2017; Seli et al., 2013) and a random 

number generation task (Baddeley et al., 1998; Towse, 1998), showing promising results in 

being able to capture behavioral manifestation of MW episodes with a high temporal 

resolution (Boayue et al., 2020). The idea behind the FT-RSGT is that creating random 

sequences draws heavily on executive resources, and therefore the onset of MW should be 

reflected in decreased task performance when the executive resources are being used up by 

MW.   

When it comes to the distinction of which types of EF the FT-RSGT requires, in 

accordance with the distinctions proposed by Miyake et al. (2000), the FT-RSGT requires 

inhibition of prepotent responses as well as updating of working memory. Inhibition of 

prepotent responses is required to suppress an inherent tendency for stereotypical patterns and 

updating of working memory is required to keep track of the previous sub-sequences 

generated. More uncertain is the requirement for mental-set shifting, and it is also suggested 

that the difficulty of the task also plays a role in to which extend EF is recruited (Kam & 

Handy, 2014). Nevertheless, the FT-RSGT can be a powerful tool for researchers to 

investigate the interplay between EF and MW. This was later supported by evidence of neural 

signatures captured with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and pupillometric 

measurements (pupillometry) during the FT-RSGT (Groot et al., 2022). 

 When it comes to the neural basis of MW, evidence suggests that the posterior parietal 

cingulate, the medial prefrontal cortex and the medial temporal lobes, also known as the 

default mode network (DMN) is involved (Christoff et al., 2016). The DMN is most active 

after external stimuli are gone, and it is proposed that the DMN is a supplier of content for 

MW episodes (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010; Dixon et al., 2018; Fox et al., 2013, 2015; Kam et 
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al., 2022). Together with the DMN, the frontoparietal control network (FPCN) has also been 

implicated to partake in MW (Christoff et al., 2016; Fox et al., 2015; Kam et al., 2022). The 

FPCN is a key agent in executive control processes (Christoff et al., 2016; Kam et al., 2022),  

and it is therefore suggested that the FPCN and DMN work together to actively select and 

provide content which gives rise to the experience of MW (Smallwood et al., 2012; Spreng et 

al., 2010). 

Using tDCS to modulate MW 

To investigate whether tDCS can modulate MW, multiple brain regions have been 

highlighted as potential targets. Since MW is related to EF, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

(DLPFC) as a part of the FPCN is a popular target due to the FPCN’s involvement in control 

and coordination (Christoff et al., 2016). The DLPFC is also a popular target due to its 

superficial location and accessibility (Seibt et al., 2015). Multiple studies have attempted to 

modulate MW by applying tDCS over the left DLPFC (Axelrod et al., 2015, 2018; Boayue et 

al., 2019, 2020). Unfortunately, a satisfactory conclusion is lacking as to whether non-

invasive brain stimulation can modulate MW. While early studies found very large effects of 

tDCS increasing MW when stimulating the DLPFC (Axelrod et al., 2015), as well as reducing 

MW by stimulating the right inferior parietal lobule (Kajimura & Nomura, 2015), the effects 

found in these initial studies were based on small sample sizes, and the final analysis pipeline 

was not registered beforehand. Later these effects have failed to replicate in a larger sample 

(Boayue et al., 2019; Coulborn et al., 2020; though see Axelrod et al., 2018; Csifcsak et al., 

2019).  

Since then, multiple different stimulation montages, stimulation intensities and target 

regions have been used to replicate the preliminary findings of tDCS modulating MW with 

varying results (e.g., Boayue et al., 2020; Chou et al., 2020; Coulborn et al., 2020; Filmer et 
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al., 2019, 2021). While there are some studies who claim to successfully modulate MW with 

tDCS (Axelrod et al., 2018; Boayue et al., 2020; Filmer et al., 2019, 2021), some of these 

reports find opposite effects when stimulating the same brain region with the same polarity 

(anodal stimulation of the DLPFC; increased MW; Axelrod et al., 2018; decreased MW; 

Boayue et al., 2020). This calls into question the robustness of the original results. 

 While some researchers have showed their enthusiasm for the promise of modulating 

MW with tDCS, going as far as calling it a new era in MW research (Broadway et al., 2015), 

other researchers are more skeptical of drawing any definite conclusions about the efficacy of 

tDCS on cognitive functions altogether (Horvath et al., 2015; Tremblay et al., 2014). This 

disagreement, and uncertainty in the current literature calls for more direct replications before 

any effect of tDCS on MW should be accepted. 

Replication and researchers’ degrees of freedom 

While NIBS studies, like all other experiments, suffer from the variance from small 

differences across labs and tasks, there has also been reported problems with brain-stimulation 

specific sources of variance such as differences in individual anatomy and stimulation 

montages (Horvath et al., 2015). Data collection in NIBS studies are often costly and time 

consuming, resulting in smaller sample sizes. In addition to the problems with small sample 

sizes and high between subject variance, another problem for replication in brain stimulation 

studies, is the use of flexible analysis designs, which often is referred to as “researcher 

degrees of freedom” (Simmons et al., 2011). This term refers to the flexibility researchers 

have when designing the analysis plan post data collection, as well as when reporting the 

results. Extensive use of analytical flexibility has been suggested to be the biggest reasons 

why a lot of psychological research fails to replicate (Asendorpf et al., 2013, 2016). When 

designing a study, decisions are made about data collection, exclusion, and inclusion of 
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variables and/or data, sample size, hypothesis formulation, which results to report and many 

other freely available design decisions (Wicherts et al., 2016).  

The greater the use of this flexibility in analysis choices, the greater the risk of finding 

what null hypothesis testing calls a false positive result, or type-1 error, where you detect an 

effect in the sample, when there is no true effect in the population (Lindsay, 2015; Simmons 

et al., 2011). This use of flexibility to “fish” for significant results, is also often referred to as 

p-hacking (Harvey & Liu, 2021). However, Simmons et al. (2011) suggests that this 

exploratory behavior is not a product of malicious intent, but rather as a byproduct of 

ambiguity in decision making when designing a study, and the inherent desire of researchers 

to find a statistically significant result (Simmons et al., 2011). 

 Furthermore, Simmons et al. (2011) suggests that many commonly used practices can 

lead to false positive results, often without researchers necessarily being aware that their 

decisions have such prominent effect on false positive rates (John et al., 2012). Examples 

include the absence of a stopping rule prior to data collection, not disclosing all variables, 

eliminated observations, experimental conditions (especially failed manipulations), or failure 

to report statistics both with and without covariates. Combining flexible analysis choices like 

the ones mentioned above inflates the false positive rates in accord with how many researcher 

degrees of freedom was used (Simmons et al., 2011). 

Multiple hypothesis testing 

It is common practice in psychological research to apply null hypothesis significance 

testing to comparing means or other statistics between groups. This is done by testing the 

hypothesis that there is no difference between the groups (H0), versus the alternative 

hypothesis that there is a difference between the groups. To do this, a test statistic is 

calculated, and the corresponding p-value is reported as evidence of significant differences, 
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resulting in a decision to discard or keep the null hypothesis depending on the magnitude of 

the p-value. The alpha criterion (the theoretical probability of making a false positive one is 

willing to accept) is commonly set to 5%, and the p-value corresponds to the probability to 

observe a difference that is equally large or larger than the actually observed difference 

(represented in the test statistic), assuming the null hypothesis is true (Curtiss, 1940). A 

common problem with null hypothesis testing is it is often used to answer the question “given 

this data, what is the probability H0 is true?”, while in reality it can only answer the question 

“Given that H0 is true, what is the probability of these (or more extreme) data” (Cohen, 

1994).  

Consequently, p-values where the null hypothesis is not discarded, yields little to no 

information, and should therefore be interpreted with care (Open Science Collaboration, 

2015). Additionally, it is suggested p-values should be reported together with effect sizes and 

confidence intervals, which provides a better representation effect in the observed sample 

(Open Science Collaboration, 2015; Simmons et al., 2011). 

To avoid problems when interpreting evidence in situations where the null hypothesis 

is not discarded, there are many ways to tweak the analysis, which increases the false positive 

rate, to find a significant difference in a p-value ≤ 0.05 (Simmons et al., 2011). As an 

example, by collecting and testing more than one outcome variable, assuming the outcome 

variables are reasonably correlated (0.5), the chance of finding at least one significant result 

can be doubled (Simmons et al., 2011). This is commonly known as the family-wise error rate 

used in multiple hypothesis testing, where the problem is usually circumvented by using 

certain statistical corrections such as the Bonferroni method (Savin, 1980).  

The problem occurs whenever multiple hypotheses are tested, for example via 

collecting multiple outcome variables and/or running multiple tests for multiple predictor 
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variables and it is not always obvious when multiple hypothesis test correction is necessary 

(Simmons et al., 2011). As an example, this can be done by collecting two different outcome 

variables (such as collecting multiple different reports of MW, test them all, and only report 

significant effects). Another choice is to run multiple conditions, test them against each other 

and only report significant effects. In brain stimulation research, it is not uncommon to have 

multiple stimulation polarities, or even multiple brain areas (e.g., Kajimura et al., 2015, 

Filmer et al., 2021). By being able to test all the different conditions against each other 

(anodal vs baseline, cathodal vs baseline, anodal vs cathodal, DLPFC anodal vs inferior 

parietal lobule cathodal etc.) the chance to produce a false positive rate increases according to 

the number of conditions tested, unless proper corrections are applied (Simmons et al., 2011). 

However, testing participants in brain stimulation research is often time consuming and 

costly, therefore it is unlikely that sets of participants or conditions would be dropped. 

Instead, including multiple conditions rather comes at the cost of reducing the number of 

observations per cell, which can produce underpowered studies. 

Statistical power and sample size 

As mentioned, another type of analytical flexibility that can be employed, is interim 

testing (repeatedly conducting significance tests and stopping data-collection in case a 

significant result is obtained), which increases the chances of finding a false positive (Sanborn 

et al., 2014; Simmons et al., 2011). Until recent years, it has been uncommon that a fixed 

sample size or stopping rule was decided beforehand, and many researchers report that, 

wrongfully so, they think it has only minor implications for false positive rates (John et al., 

2012). The stopping rule should be decided before data collection starts, independently of any 

data collected. By pausing often and repeatedly testing for significance the risk of finding a 

false positive due to random fluctuation increases. However, in some situations, it can be 

beneficial to employ an early stopping rule for ethical or financial reasons, to avoid collecting 
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an unnecessary large sample. This can be done by deciding on a stopping rule as part of a 

power analysis before data collection starts (for an example, see Boayue et al., 2019). 

Preferably, regardless of whether a data-dependent stopping rule is used, statistical power of a 

study should be calculated in any confirmatory study. Unfortunately, some researchers 

suggest that that it is likely that many researchers have a vague understanding of the concept 

of statistical power (Lindsay, 2015). The statistical power of a study is defined as the 

probability that a true effect of a certain size could be detected by a given statistical analysis 

should it exist in the sample. This is also referred to as the sensitivity (Cohen, 1992). To 

calculate statistical power, the researcher needs to have some knowledge about the 

population, such as an estimated effect size or variance that can be expected (usually from a 

pilot or previous study). Fortunately, steps have been taken recently by some top journals to 

require authors to provide evidence of statistical power, such as reporting a power analysis, 

before publishing (Lindsay, 2015). 

 In brain stimulation research, group sizes or observations per cell are usually on the 

lower end, and therefore also statistical power (e.g., Axelrod et al., 2015, 2018; Coulborn et 

al., 2020). This is very likely to introduce an overestimation of effect sizes when combined 

with flexible analysis methods, as smaller samples require larger effect sizes to reach the 

significance threshold (Boayue et al., 2019; Lindsay, 2015; Simmons et al., 2011). As an 

example, the original study by Axelrod et al. (2015) found an effect of d = 1.24 which is 

unusually large for psychological studies where one would typically expect to see effect sizes 

in the range of d = [0.2, 0.6] (Open Science Collaboration, 2015). More specifically, in tDCS 

research, effects are usually small to medium with an average of d = 0.4 (Boayue et al., 2019; 

Horvath et al., 2015). When Axelrod and colleagues then moved on to replicate their own 

result, according to a power analysis based on their original effect size they increased they 

sample from 11 participants per group to 27 per group and found an effect size of d = 0.97 
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(Axelrod et al., 2018). However, power analysis based on inflated effect sizes will likely 

underestimate the required sample size and is a prime example of a negative cycle which 

contributes to why replication often fails to find the same effect sizes (Open Science 

Collaboration, 2015). Low powered research designs is suggested to be one of the main 

culprits in upwardly biasing effect sizes which are hard to replicate, supported by the fact that 

a large portion of replication research produce weaker effects than the original findings (Open 

Science Collaboration, 2015). 

A good example of this is the study done by Boayue et al. (2019), which is a large-

scale direct replication attempt of Axelrod et al. (2015). Since the original effect of d = 1.24 

was assumed to be largely overestimated, Boayue et al. (2019) calculated their sample size to 

be N = 96 per group, which, according to their calculations, would be able to exclude d = 0 

from the posterior high-density interval in the positive direction with a false positive rate of 

around 4% (Boayue et al., 2019). The effect subsequently found by Boayue et al. (2019) was 

d = -0.11, with the high-density interval not excluding zero. Additional Bayesian replication 

tests (Verhagen & Wagenmakers, 2014) suggested that it is 500 times more likely that the 

effect did not replicate, than that it did. While the original authors replicated their finding with 

an increased group size of 27 participants pr group to find an effect of d = 1, a more realistic 

effect of 0.4 (consistent with tDCS findings by Horwath et al., 2015), would require at least 

78 participants pr group to find the effect with a power of 0.8 (one tailed t-test, alpha = 0.05; 

Csifcsak et al., 2019).  

Publication bias and pressure to publish 

The problems mentioned so far, are not unknown in psychological research, yet weak 

methodological or underpower studies are still being published frequently (Open Science 

Collaboration, 2015; Ferguson & Heene, 2012). Unfortunately, in the current publishing 
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model for scientific research, replicating existing research is not as desirable as publishing 

new and exciting findings (Ferguson & Heene, 2012; Simmons et al., 2011). The result is a 

publication bias towards positive findings and, therefore, significant results have a higher 

chance of being published than nonsignificant findings (Begg & Berlin, 1989; Braver et al., 

2014). This publication bias is suggested to exist in editorial boards in prestigious journals, as 

well for individual researchers (Ferguson & Heene, 2012). Since replications do not add 

“new” knowledge, most top scientific journals are not as interested in replication articles 

compared to new and innovative research. New and innovative research have a higher chance 

of begin cited (which increases impact factor) and in turn increasing subscription rates and 

submission requests, creating a monetary incentive for journals to favor “new” and exciting 

research (Begg & Berlin, 1989; Callaham et al., 2002; Drotar, 2010). Additionally, 

researchers are under constant pressure to publish in order to advance their careers (Fanelli, 

2010, 2011), and some researchers might simply just believe (not unreasonably so) that null 

results will not be published (Greenwald, 1975). Null findings in standard frequentist null 

hypothesis testing are also harder to interpret (Lindsay, 2015), and can therefore also be more 

lucrative to avoid, resulting in biasing published reports towards significant findings. In face 

of these strong incentives, some researchers may feel the pressure to modify their statistical 

analysis, fabricate data or selectively report variables to find significant results (p-hacking; 

Harvey & Liu, 2021). 

Combining the pressure to publish on individual researchers, monetary incentives 

from journals to publish significant findings, the inherent explorative nature of finding 

significant results with a limited understanding of the association between the use of 

researcher degrees of freedom and the consequences it has on false positive rates, it is not 

surprising that a lot of psychological research fails to replicate. Thankfully, to ensure the good 

reputation of the scientific research process in psychology remains, certain steps have been 
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taken over the past decade to combat some of the problems with researcher degrees of 

freedom and low replicability. 

Pre-Registration and Registered Reports 

 A new trend emerging in reporting psychological research, is to pre-register studies 

before data collection starts (Chambers, 2013; Pashler & Wagenmakers, 2012). Pre-registered 

studies aim at reducing the researcher degrees of freedom to counter inflated effects sizes and 

false positive results. By registering (and freezing) the study protocol, hypotheses, data 

collection and analysis plan before starting the study it is possible to reduce a lot of flexibility 

(Chambers, 2013). Additionally, some journals offer to publish in a format called Registered 

reports, where the study is registered, and peer reviewed before the start of the study. This is 

one way to ensure that a study will be accepted and published before starting, regardless of 

results, countering a publication bias towards significant results. 

Registering the study forehand removes most experimenter and analysis bias, as some 

of the most important researcher degrees of freedom are taken away, such as flexibility in 

analysis and hypothesis planning, flexible stopping rules and selective reporting (Simmons et 

al., 2011). Additionally, due to the transparent nature of registration, the final report is also 

perceived as more credible (Simmons et al., 2011). 

By combining the two concepts of registration and replication, a new type of report 

has quickly grown to be considered the best way of investigating novel findings in 

experimental psychology, pre-registered replications. Pre-registered direct replications are 

often considered the best way to confirm or deny the existence of preliminary effects and 

might be the best way to steer the field of psychological research out of the replicability crisis 

that is currently ongoing (Chambers, 2013). 
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 In addition to direct replications where the goal is to keep everything as similar as 

possible to the original study, another popular way to replicate studies is a conceptual 

replication. A conceptual replication has much more freedom in how to design the study, 

where the main goal is to find the same effect, but different methodologies and experimental 

setup can be used, as well as the option to extend the scope of the theory rather than just 

reproducing the previous results (Simons, 2014). Conceptual replications are not as robust as 

direct replications when it comes to confirming or denying the existence of an effect, due to 

the fact that different methodologies can introduce added variance which can interfere with 

the reproducibility of the effect in question (Simons, 2014). However, conceptual replications 

often assume that the original effect is robust enough to appear with differences in study 

design. Otherwise, there is an argument to be made that there is little to no use for a fragile 

effect which only appears under perfect conditions in the lab. 

Replication brain stimulation research 

As an example of a conceptual replication, the lab of Boayue et al. (2019) went on to 

improve on some of the original methods of Axelrod et al. (2015), in an attempt to replicate 

the finding of increased MW caused by tDCS over the DLPFC. They improved the tDCS 

technique by creating a more focal and powerful stimulation protocol. They also improved the 

task by changing the SART for the FTRSGT, and to their surprise they found an effect of 

tDCS over the DLPFC modulating the propensity to MW (Boayue et al., 2020). This effect 

was however in the opposite direction of the original finding by Axelrod et al. (2015), namely 

that HD-tDCS over the DLPFC reduced the propensity to MW. While the methodology was 

quite advanced compared to other studies in the field, using a highly sensitive task and 

analysis method, substantial sample size (30 observations pr cell), double blinded design, 

within-subject repeated-measures design (comparison against individual baselines), as well as 

reducing their researcher degrees of freedom by establishing analytical choices based on pilot 
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experiments that did not include brain stimulation (Boayue et al., 2020). Unfortunately, the 

final analysis pipeline was not registered, and thus only provides preliminary evidence. If the 

arguments made so far in this thesis is to be believed, the only way to get closer to the truth is 

to let the effect of HD-tDCS over the DLPFC to influence MW weather the storm of a pre-

registered direct replication attempt.  

Current study 

 Considering the problems currently highlighted, and with healthy skepticism in mind, 

we decided that the only solution to properly investigate if HD-tDCS over the DLPFC can 

reduce the propensity to mind-wander is to conduct a pre-registered, high-powered direct 

replication of Boayue et al. (2020), which we did. The report was accepted by the journal 

NeuroImage: Reports, and below you fill find the methods and results of said registered 

report. 

Methods 

 To adhere to Open Science principles, all the planned analysis, hypothesis, materials, 

and raw data is freely available in an open public repository at Open Science Framework 

(OSF) https://osf.io/cv24f/.This study and data collection is part of a bigger project set out to 

investigate the intricate neurophysiological relationship of executive functions and MW. To 

this extent electroencephalogram (EEG) and pupillometric data was also collected, but is 

outside the scope of this thesis, and therefore also not reported. 

Participants 

 Participants were healthy adults aged 18-35, who were recruited randomly through 

social media and networking. Exclusion criteria were as follows: Psychiatric/neurological 

disorders currently or in the past (such as, bipolar disorder, epilepsy, severe head trauma, 

https://osf.io/cv24f/
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migraine, depression, brain surgery etc.), using medication which affects the central nervous 

system (such as antidepressants or antiepileptic drugs), being under the influence of 

psychotropic drugs, with an exception made for caffeine and nicotine, not being fluent in 

either English or Norwegian. In addition, a few minor criteria must be met on the test day to 

be included and tested, the participants must have slept enough the night prior to testing, not 

be extremely hungry, not have too much eye makeup (for the eye tracker) and have good or 

corrected eyesight.  

 The first set of criteria regarding mental and neurological health was to ensure a 

homogenous sample of healthy adult brains to remove any unwanted uncontrollable variance 

within the sample. The second set of criteria for the test day were included to ensure everyone 

understood the task equally (language proficiency and eyesight), as well as in somewhat the 

same mental state when it comes to primitive needs such as hunger and sleep. Sleep and 

wakefulness are crucial when it comes to investigating task performance, attention and mind 

wandering (Jubera-Garcia et al., 2021) and while participants were testing mostly during the 

normal the working hours (9-17), studies have shown that performance can vary depending on 

the time of day and our circadian rhythm (Blatter & Cajochen, 2007; Peñalva et al., 2003; 

Åkerstedt, 2007). To make sure this was kept as controlled as possible, participants were 

asked if they had slept enough and felt awake/rested before the task started and were allowed 

to take breaks during the task but between the blocks (baseline/stimulation), however no 

participant opted to take breaks longer than 15 minutes. Any participant who closed their eyes 

and failed to follow instructions (tapping their fingers to the sound of the metronome) were 

deemed sleeping, paid for participating and their data excluded and replaced by a new 

participant immediately. 

Design and procedure 
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Lab, location, personnel and procedure 

 The experiment was conducted at The Arctic University of Norway (UiT), in an 

isolated lab protected from light and sound, providing a non-disturbing environment for 

testing (see figure 1), the exact same lab and environment as Boayue et al. (2020). During 

testing the outer lab door was locked and an occupied light was lit to ensure the experiment 

could not be interrupted. Outside of testing the lab always remained locked. During testing the 

participant was fitted with the electrode cap and electrodes while they read instructions, 

before they completed a quick training session (1 minute) and answered a mini quiz to ensure 

they understood the task. Once completed the participant could start with the baseline block. 

To start the experiment the participant was put in the testing room in front of a 19” flat screen 

monitor at a fixed 70cm distance (with the possibility to adjust height with an adjustable 

table), fit with a high-quality stereo headset (Multi-Function Headset210, Trust International 

B.V., Dordrecht, Netherlands), and before the experiment started, the experimenter stepped 

outside. The experimental task and stimulation protocol was started remotely from outside the 

room, and the instructions were presented again on the task computer in written text before 

each block (baseline, stimulation). The experiment computer was set up disconnected from 

the internet and free from any disturbing background processes. The experimental task was 

run in psychoPy3 (release v2020.1.3). 

 Data was collected by four trained experimenters, and all experimenters received 

standardized instructions and were required to practice on at least two pilot subjects before 

collecting real data. All participants received instructions in a written format (either 

Norwegian or English) to keep experimenter influences at a minimum, however participants 

could ask for clarification at any point during before the baseline block and in the break 

between the two parts. Additionally, the experiment was running during the ongoing Covid-

19 pandemic, which required contagion preventive measures such as extensive cleaning, and 
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wearing extra protective equipment (gloves, mask, coats). Approval for these contagion 

preventive measures were obtained from the Faculty of Health Sciences at UiT The Arctic 

University of Norway, ahead of data collection. 

Figure 1  

Illustration of the lab setup and apparatus 

 

Note. The participants were sitting in an isolated chamber while the researcher was 

monitoring progress outside. The experiment was part of a larger project, therefore EEG/Pupil 

data was also collected. 

Study design 

The experiment was set up as a mixed design with one between-subject factor 

(Condition: sham vs. real stimulation) and one within-subject factor (Block: baseline, 

stimulation), see Figure 2.  

Figure 2  

Flowchart of the experimental session 
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Note. All participants started by completing a training session and a mini quiz before starting 

the baseline part. 

Blinding 

The experiment was conducted in a triple-blind manner; both experimenter and 

participant were blinded to the experimental condition, and additionally the main analyst 

(MM) was blinded to the experimental condition by recoding the conditions to condition A 

and B by a third investigator (GC). Only after the main analysis was complete, were the 

groups revealed. To successfully blind the participants a mild anesthetic cream (EMLA) was 

applied directly under the stimulation electrodes, as side effects such as irritation or itching 

has been shown to compromise the blinding (Turi et al., 2019). To test the efficacy of the 

blinding procedure participants were asked to report whether they think they received real 

stimulation or not on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 which was “definitely not 

stimulation” to 7 which was “definitely stimulation”. 

HD-tDCS protocol 

Figure 3 
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Positioning of electrodes (A) and electric field produced by the HD-tDCS (B)  

  

Note. A) Electrode positioning for the HD-tDCS: Anode F3, Cathode T7, C3, Fz, Fp1, reference 

electrode above the mastoid at P9, and ground on C4. B) Stimulated electric field coverage 

reused with permission from Csifcsák et al. (2018), realistic head models created from MR 

images of healthy adults. The normal component of the electrical field is perpendicular to the 

cortical surface and represents the current flowing inwards or outwards from the gray matter. 

Due to the cytoarchitecture of the cerebral cortex, these currents are primarily associated with 

affecting the excitability in pyramidal cells (Rahman et al., 2013). 

 HD-tDCS was delivered with a 4x1 montage (see figure 3), using a Starstim Neckbox 

(Starstim tDCS, NE Neuroelectrics) and PISTIM EEG & tDCS Ag/Ag/AgCl electrodes 

(12mm diameter). The HD-tDCS montage has 1 anode surrounded by 4 cathodes, such that 

the electrical current will enter through the anode, distribute across the scalp and brain tissue, 

before returning through the cathodes. This setup creates a strong electric field around the 

anode and the surrounding brain region (Csifcsák et al., 2018). The real stimulation condition 

was set to stimulate continuous stimulation at 2mA intensity for 20 minutes, plus an 

additional 30s ramp up and 30s fade out period (total 21 minutes). The sham stimulation 
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condition received the same ramp up period, but then produced no electrical current for the 

remainder of the block. 

 The electrode position was fitted with a position cap, in accordance with the 

international 10/20 EEG system. Head circumference was measured to decide cap size, with 

standardized size cutoffs (54cm = M, 57cm = L, 62+cm = XL). When the correct cap was 

fitted on the participants head, symmetry was checked by measuring distance between nasion, 

inion, preauricular point and respective electrode positions (Fz, Cz and Oz). Instruction on 

how to measure head size and fit the positioning cap was standardized and practiced by all 

experimenters and can be found on OSF (https://osf.io/u8n7x/). 

The cognitive task 

The task is finger-tapping random sequence generation task (FT-RSGT), which is a 

remake of two classical tasks, the random number generation task (Baddeley et al., 1998; 

Towse, 1998) and a finger-tapping task (Kucyi et al., 2017; Seli, Cheyne, et al., 2013). The 

task requires participants to press one of two buttons with their index fingers in response to an 

ongoing rhythmic metronome, as precise as possible, while the resulting pattern of finger taps 

is kept as random as possible. The task it easy to understand, yet monotonous over longer 

periods of time creating the opportunity to MW. Additionally, creating random patterns draws 

heavily on executive resources (Teasdale et al., 1995). In turn we assume that the randomness 

in the pattern created is related to how much executive resources was used on the task. Studies 

have found that random sequences created during attentional lapses often are a result of 

autopilot behavior which typically is less random (Boayue et al., 2020; Teasdale et al., 1995). 

In addition to measuring randomness, the during the FT-RSGT it is also possible to calculate 

the behavioral variability (BV) related to the responses to the target stimuli (metronome 

sound). Previous research has found that when attention is diverted away from the task, the 

https://osf.io/u8n7x/
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BV increases accordingly (Kucyi et al., 2017; Seli et al., 2013). Due to the fast-paced nature 

of the task, the FTRSGT provides measurements of high temporal resolution, making it easy 

to investigate fluctuations in executive resources and behavioral variability which in turn can 

be correlated to MW. 

To supplement the measurements provided on the behavioral level during the FT-

RSGT, experience sampling though probes were also dispersed throughout the task. These 

probes appear at random or fixed intervals during the task asking the participants to answer a 

question such as “Where was your thoughts directed right before this question appeared?” 

With the responses available being a rated on a Likert scale ranging from 1 “completely on 

task”, to 4 “completely off task”. This provides an extra subjective measurement by asking 

participant to introspectively report their attentional state. In the present study, these probes 

appeared at a random interval between 40-80 seconds (uniformly selected). 

Measured variables 

 The main dependent variable we collected is the answer to the intermittent thought 

probes. In total the participants replied to 30 probes split into 10/20 probes between the 

baseline and the stimulation block respectively. 

Behavioral Variability 

Behavioral variability was measured as the standard deviation of the inter-tap-intervals 

(ITI) using the last 25 targets preceding a thought probe. No responses or trials were excluded 

during the calculation of the BV measure. That way, both missing responses as well as 

double-taps acted towards increasing the measure. This procedure was identical to the one 

used in Boayue et al. (2020). 

Approximate Entropy  
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 To measure how random the participants created their sequences, a statistic called 

approximate entropy was used (AE; Pincus, 1991). Approximate entropy can be used to 

evaluate the irregularity in a given sequence and is parameterized by the parameter m. AE(m) 

then measures the logarithmic frequency with which blocks (with length m) that are close 

together, remain close together for blocks augmented by one position (Pincus & Kalman, 

1997; Pincus & Singer, 1996). In turn we get a measurement AE(m) where higher values 

represent more irregular sequences, providing a measure of randomness. The parameter m 

(block length) has been optimized by Boayue et al. (2020), which determined the optimal 

length to be m=2, which also was used for this study. AE was calculated using subsequence 

length m=2, on the 25 preceding taps before each probe and is transformed using the formula 

AE𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 = − log (𝑙𝑜𝑔(2) − 𝐴𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑤). 

Deviations from the original study 

 While the study was designed to be a direct replication of Boayue et al. (2020), certain 

subtle differences were unavoidable. Due to the nature of the multimodal data collection, 

participants were asked to keep their chin on a headrest for the Eye tracker during the 

experiment, and the eye tracker were calibrated before the onset of the first block, which they 

did not have to do for the original study. Additionally, to record EEG data, the participants 

had to perform the baseline block with the electrode cap on, which differs from the original 

study where the cap was only worn during the stimulation block. Since the cap was fitted 

between the baseline and stimulation block in the original study, there might be a slight time 

difference (1-3 minutes) between the onset of the stimulation block after the end of the 

baseline block. Participants were allowed breaks in-between blocks, meaning there was not a 

standardized time between the blocks in the first place, and neither do we have any reason to 

assume this time difference is important. 
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 Another difference is that due to the covid-19 pandemic which was at its peak during 

the time required both participant and experimenter to wear protective equipment (mask, 

gloves, coats), however the participants were allowed to remove the mask during the 

cognitive task. Regardless of these subtle differences, neither of them should compromise the 

replication attempt and any potential effect caused by the HD-tDCS should be robust enough 

to withstand these small differences in experimental protocol. 

Statistical methods 

Four hypotheses were pre-registered; (1) we expected mind wandering to be reduced 

in the real vs sham stimulation condition, (2) we expected behavioral variability (BV) to be 

increased preceding mind-wandering episodes, (3) we expected randomness in the sequences 

participants create (operationalized by AE) to be reduced preceding mind-wandering episodes 

and finally (4) we expected to observe a positive interaction effect between BV and AE. To 

test these four hypotheses, we used a Bayesian hierarchical ordered-probit regression model 

with random intercepts and experimental block nested within subject (see Boayue et al., 

2020). This model included behavioral variability (BV), Approximate entropy (AE), their 

interaction, Trial (probe number), Condition (real vs sham stimulation), Block (baseline vs 

stimulation) and the interaction between Condition and Part. From this model we extracted 

posterior mean and highest density intervals (HDI) of the regression coefficients as well as 

evidence ratios (ER). The model was implemented in R programming language (R Core 

Team, 2015) and Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017), using the packages BayesFactor (Morey & 

Rouder, 2015), rstan (Stan Development Team, 2016) and brms (Bürkner, 2017). Assessment 

of blinding was done in JASP (JASP Team, 2021). 

Statistical power 
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 To estimate the power of the study, the posterior distribution from the model 

calculated by Boayue et al. (2020) was used to simulate random datasets, to then fit back the 

analytical model and estimating the probability of finding an effect where 95% of the 

posterior density is in the expected direction. Full details of the power analysis can be found 

at OSF (https://osf.io/3fcsx/).  For practical reasons (time-constraints due to study programs, 

and uncertainty due to the ongoing pandemic) we decided to set a maximum sample size of 

N = 100 (50 per condition), resulting in a total of 100 valid datasets. 

 For the effects for BV, AE and their interaction random datasets were created by 

drawing samples of increasing sample-sizes from the posterior distribution from the previous 

study and creating though-probe responses using the model predictions (figure 4, see 

https://osf.io/3fcsx/ for details).  

Figure 4 

Power-curves for the effects of BV, AE and BV x AE calculated based on the full posterior 

distribution. 

 

To calculate the power required for the effect of HD-tDCS on MW, we ran power-

calculations for a grid of sample-sizes and effect-sizes for one week on a server with 80 cores 

https://osf.io/3fcsx/
https://osf.io/3fcsx/
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and used a parametric model fit to provide an approximation to the actual power-curves. 

Based on this approximate power-analysis we calculated the power-surface as a function of 

sample- and effect-size (figure 5). 

Figure 5  

Power-surface as a function of sample and effect size (left), power of the effect of HD-tDCS 

on MW for 𝑁 = 50 (right) 

 

 Since we set a maximum of N = 50 participants pr condition for practical reasons we 

investigated power for N = 50 in more detail by plotting power as a function of standardized 

regression coefficients (figure 5). We have approximately 62% power to detect a real effect-

size as large (𝑏 = −0.23) as in Boayue et al., (2020). The chance to detect effect sizes as 

small as 𝑏 < −.19 is around 50%. To achieve 80 and 90% power, the real effect-size would 

have to be 𝑏 = −.29 and 𝑏 = −.35, respectively. Since the sample-size required to achieve 

80% power in all our target analyses exceeds our pre-specified 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 50 per condition, we 

stand by our decision to collect data until 100 valid datasets (N = 50 per condition) have been 

accumulated. 
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Results 

Demographics 

The final sample consisted of 100 participants (female = 54), aged 18-36 (mean = 

24.58). Due to the exclusion criteria no datasets were excluded, however in total eight datasets 

were replaced in total (7 immediately during data collection, and 1 after data inspection). Two 

participants were replaced due to failure to provide a complete dataset (lack of responses to 

target stimuli), four participants were accidently tested with the wrong test protocol or wrong 

protocol sequence, and one participant was familiar with the study and study hypotheses. 

Additionally, there were four problematic datasets (only one type of response, always 

responding to be on task and double the number of expected responses), however they did not 

break any exclusion criteria and were therefore included in the final sample. One additional 

dataset was excluded (and replaced) after data inspection due to lack of responses to target 

stimuli. All datasets, including the excluded ones can be found on OSF 

(https://osf.io/cv7qm/). 

Blinding 

 To assess the efficacy of the blinding we tested the hypothesis that the participants in 

the real stimulation condition scored higher on the 7-point Likert scale compared to the 

participants in the sham condition. To test the hypothesis, we ran a two-sided Bayesian Mann-

Whitney test which supported the null hypothesis (BF01 = 4.16, see figure 6), providing 

evidence that the blinding was successful.  

Figure 6  

Distribution of the replies to the blinding questionnaire 

https://osf.io/cv7qm/
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Note. Boxplots and density curves modeled as replies to the Likert scale asking whether the 

participants thought they received real stimulation or sham stimulation after the experiment. 

Effect of HD-tDCS 

 In line with the registered analysis plan, we used a hierarchical ordinal regression 

model with AE, BV, their interaction, Block (baseline vs stimulation), Trial (probe number), 

Condition (sham vs real stimulation) and their interaction to analyze the responses to the 

thought probes. The model yielded an adequate fit to the data, R2
bayes= 0.35. 

There was no difference between the two conditions in the baseline block in regard to 

self-reported MW (b = -0.05 [-0.35, 0.23], ER- = 1.54). We did not find any evidence of an 

effect of HD-tDCS on the propensity to reduce mind wandering in the stimulation block (b = 

0.00 [-0.19, 0.19], ER- = 1.01). We confirmed the hypothesis that BV was increased preceding 

self-reporting MW episodes compared to on-task periods (b = 0.19 [0.14, 0.24] ER+
 = ∞), and 

that AE (utilization of executive resources) was reduced prior to self-reported MW episodes 

(b = -0.07 [-0.11, -0.03], ER- = 362.64). We did not observe any evidence of the expected 

positive interaction effect between BV and AE (b = 0.00 [-0.03, 0.04] ER+= 1.36). 

We also observed strong evidence that MW increased as the task duration increased, 

compared with baseline, we observed increased MW in the stimulation Block (b = 0.27 [0.13, 
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Note: calculating the R2 were done using the “bayes_R2” function in the brms package in R, where predictors 

are treated as continuous variables.  
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0.40], ER+ = 1332.33), and while this was expected due to the increased duration of the 

stimulation part, we also found a positive effect of Trial within-blocks (b = 0.81 [0.68, 0.95] 

ER+ = ∞). 

Comparing of the sample with Boayue et al. (2020) 

 To assess whether the sample in our study was homogenous to the sample in Boayue 

et al. (2020), we compared the two baseline Blocks in both studies in a new hierarchical 

ordered probit model with probe response as dependent variable, and BV, AE, Trial and 

Experiment as predictor variables (figure 7). The Experiment variable was allowed to interact 

with all the other predictors to check if they had different relationships with MW across the 

two experiments. Out of all the predictors only the BV variable barely excluded zero (BV: b = 

-0.10 [-0.18, -0.02]), the other coefficients did not (AE: b = -0.05 [-0.13, -0.04], Trial: b = 

0.03 [-0.23, 0.28], BV x AE: b = 0.03 [-0.04, 0.10]). We decided the two samples were 

comparable and combined them to reach a full sample of N = 160 and re-run the original 

model with all the predictors and allowed all the predictors except Block and Condition to 

interact with the experiment variable. The new full model showed that the 95% HDI on the 

effect of HD-tDCS on MW did not exclude zero (b = -0.08 [-0.22, 0.06] ER-= 4.69). 

Figure 7 

The predictor coefficients from the baseline block in the two studies 
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Note. Threshold 1-3 is the different thresholds that differentiate the probe caught ordinal 

responses of the Likert scale in the hierarchical ordered probit model. 

Discussion 

The main goal of the present study was to replicate the effect found by Boayue et al. 

(2020), that HD-tDCS over the left DLPFC can reduce the propensity to MW, with a high-

powered pre-registered study protocol. We did not observe any evidence that HD-tDCS can 

reduce or influence the propensity to MW. Additionally, when the samples of the original 

study and the present study were combined (to reach a full sample of N = 160), the original 

effect of HD-tDCS reducing propensity to MW found by Boayue et al. (2020) disappeared. 

This reinforces the claim that any positive effect of tDCS on mind-wandering, and cognitive 

functions in general should only be accepted after a registered direct replication, which 

currently seems to be lacking. We are therefore forced to conclude that the earlier finding in 

Boayue et al. (2020), despite the sophisticated methodology was highly likely to be a false 

positive effect. These findings serve as a reminder that even rigorous methods can produce 

false positive results with only a small amount of researcher degrees of freedom.  

Failing to replicate effects of tDCS on mind wandering 
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As mentioned in the introduction, the best way to confirm or deny the existence of an 

effect is by a rigorous high powered registered direct replication. Do the results above then 

mean that tDCS cannot reduce MW? Not necessarily. Instead, we shall highlight possible 

problems, and consider alternative explanations as to why effects found in brain stimulation 

and tDCS research may fail to replicate. 

Brain stimulation montage and efficacy of tDCS 

The first conclusion is to assume that tDCS is not powerful or specific enough to 

modulate brain activity. Indeed, problems with the traditional bipolar tDCS montages have 

been highlighted, such as low focality at the cost of stimulation intensity (Csifcsák et al., 

2018; Datta et al., 2008, 2009; Nathan et al., 1993). However, before we write that off that as 

the sole reason, we should entertain the possibility that the current experimental paradigm is 

not perfect and can still be improved upon. The methodology of tDCS have improved in 

recent years, and more researchers are moving away from the traditional square “pad” 

montage, to more focal stimulation paradigms such as the “ring” configuration of HD-tDCS 

such as the 4x1 montage used in the current study (Csifcsák et al., 2018; Datta et al., 2008, 

2009; Nathan et al., 1993). While increased focality is a positive development when targeting 

specific brain regions, recent research suggests it might also be counterproductive unless done 

correctly, as increased focality relies on precision targeting of cortical areas (Trembley et al., 

2014). Due to the large variances in between-subject variability in brain anatomy, increasing 

focality while using the same scalp positions across subjects might end up targeting different 

cortical areas altogether (Tremblay et al., 2014). To solve this problem, some research has 

suggested to use prospective electric field modelling for individual participants (Csifcsák et 

al., 2018; Evans et al., 2020; Rasmussen et al., 2021). Prospective electric field modelling is a 

technique that allows researchers to model the spatial distribution of the electrical field 

induced by the stimulation for each individual participant ahead of actual stimulation. This 
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technique works by incorporating brain scans (such as fMRI) to map out brain structure, 

together with knowledge of the conductivity of the individual layers of the head and brain 

(scalp, skull, white/gray matter, and cerebrospinal fluid) to estimate how an electric field 

would distribute across the cortex (Klooster et al., 2016). Prospective electrical field modeling 

can then be used to individually place electrodes for each participant, to make sure the same 

underlying cortical areas are targeted. 

While prospective electrical field modeling was not used in the present study, all 

participants heads were measured, a cap was fitted (small, medium or large) and carefully 

position according to symmetry before the electrodes were mounted to ensure electrodes were 

placed directly above the targeted brain region. While there might have been some 

discrepancy between participants head sizes and how well the electrodes were fitting, this 

difference should not have been large enough overpower the entire effect of HD-tDCS. 

Nevertheless, prospective field modeling is promising when it comes to reducing some of the 

between subject variability by ensuring that the correct brain regions are targeted across 

participants, instead of relying solely on the international 10/20 system to position electrodes. 

Increased focality of stimulation montages, together with increased precision from 

prospective field modeling could be the answer to some of the problems that tDCS suffers 

from. 

In the end, it is hard to get around the fact that tDCS might not be best suited to 

modulate MW and is often favored for it’s easy to use setup and portability (Hordacre, 2018; 

Simon & Bikson, 2019). Other NIBS techniques such as transcranial magnetic stimulation 

(TMS) have a larger body of evidence supporting its efficacy on modulating brain activity 

(Cole et al., 2015; Loo & Mitchell, 2005; Zrenner et al., 2018), although not currently in MW 

research. While TMS is not as portable as tDCS and takes longer to configure, some forms of 

TMS was approved by the US food and drug administration in 2014 for use by practicians in 
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therapeutic use against mood disorders such as depression (Cole et al., 2015; Levkovitz et al., 

2015). Perhaps one option is to consider switching stimulation protocol altogether if the goal 

is to change the propensity to MW with non-invasive brain stimulation. Alternatively, there 

are other methodological options to consider first, before writing off the effects of HD-tDCS 

on MW completely, such as improving the statistical methods. 

Statistical methods and statistical power 

 Another problem with comparing and replicating brain stimulation research, is that 

there is also a large variability in which statistical methods are used, as well as that a lot of 

brain stimulation studies are underpowered. Dr. Stephen Lindsay, editor of Psychological 

Science named a “troubling trio” of replication problems: Low statistical power, surprising 

results, and p-value only slightly under 0.05. There seems to be an increase regarding the 

appreciation of the importance of sufficient statistical power, as researchers are getting more 

familiar with the concept and more journals are starting to list evidence of statistical power as 

a requirement to publish (Lindsay, 2015). When it comes to problems regarding null 

hypothesis testing and interpretation of p-values, a promising alternative is a Bayesian 

approach to statistics.  

Unlike null hypothesis testing, Bayesian statistics does not rely on asymptotics, and is 

therefore known to yield more robust results in studies with relatively small samples 

(McNeish, 2016; Stegmueller, 2013). However, Bayesian statistics uses a prior to update the 

posterior belief, and in small samples the estimates will be sensitive to the strength of the 

prior (McNeish, 2016). One of the largest criticisms of Bayesian statistics, is the subjectivity 

introduced when selecting a prior, and therefore Bayesian approaches to solve issues of small 

samples should be used with care (McNeish, 2016). To circumvent this problem, researchers 

have suggested to use weakly informative priors to solve sparse data problems (Hamra et al., 
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2013). Additionally, since the prior used in Bayesian statistics often is based on the results 

from previous findings, Bayesian statistics a good fit for replication research, and special 

Bayesian replication tests have been developed for this purpose (Verhagen & Wagenmakers, 

2014). 

 When it comes to the problem of interpreting null results in null hypothesis 

significance testing (e.g., Cohen, 1994; Ferguson, 2009; Lindsay, 2015), Bayesian statistics 

offers a solution to that problem. In Bayesian statistics, instead of giving the likelihood that 

the data being tested is extracted from a sample where the null hypothesis is true, Bayesian 

hypothesis testing instead gives the probability that the test results support the null hypothesis 

as opposed to the alternative hypothesis (Masson, 2011; Wagenmakers et al., 2011). An 

increased use of Bayesian statistics instead of null hypothesis significance testing might 

therefore be able to reduce the current aversion to report evidence in favor of the null 

hypothesis which exists in the literature (Ferguson & Heene, 2012), and consequently reduce 

publication bias.  

Some researchers argue that an increased use of Bayesian statistics introduces more 

researcher degrees of freedom by giving a selection of which prior to use and providing 

another set of analysis (to potentially selectively report, Simmons et al., 2011). However, this 

problem is easily circumvented by registering the analysis plan beforehand, or by reporting 

both (and preferably all) analyses done. An even better option is to run a sensitivity analysis 

(or a comprehensive specification curve analysis, see below) for the prior selection, or for 

analytical choices made in frequentist models to check the robustness of the conclusion 

(Simmons et al., 2011; Simonsohn et al., 2019). Considering all the flexibility in arbitrary 

choices made when setting up an analysis, it is important to check whether the conclusions 

drawn are a direct result of the analytical choices made, or if the conclusions are robust 

enough to transcend these analytical choices. A good way to test the robustness the effect in 
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question, and in turn the conclusions drawn, is specification curve analysis (Simonsohn et al., 

2019). Specification curve analysis is a way to test analytical choices made such as 

transformations, choice of covariates, interactions, dropping of outliers, or for Bayesian 

statistics the range of the prior, to check if changing arbitrary analytic choices changes the 

conclusion of the analysis (see Simonsohn et al. (2019) for an example). However, 

specification curve analysis introduces a set of technical problems and increases the 

complexity of the analysis, in a field which is only recently starting to familiarize with the 

concept of statistical power and researcher degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, specification 

curve analysis can be a great alternative for studies that are unable to pre-register their 

analysis pipeline to support the robustness of their findings. In the current study, the full 

analysis pipeline was registered, and peer reviewed before any data was looked at, and 

therefore removed any flexibility in analytical choice, and in turn ensuring that the false 

positive rates and false negative rates would be exactly the values set in the power analysis. 

Statistical modeling of ordinal data 

Another methodological concern that can cause problems is when ordinal data is 

treated as metric, as highlighted by Liddel & Krushke, (2018). As most brain stimulation and 

MW research relies on ordinal data as their main outcome variable in form of thought probe 

responses, this can cause problems which leads to erroneous statistical modeling. To avoid 

using ordinal data in metric models (which assumes data is continuous and on interval or scale 

level), a commonly used practice is to average ordinal variables to create a continuous metric 

variable that can be used in regular regression models. While this seemingly seems to 

circumvent the problem, averaging ordinal data to mask it as metric is prone to erroneous 

results (Liddell & Kruschke, 2018). Firstly, averaging causes unfavorable data loss, such as 

time on task effects (e.g., where performance decays over the duration of the task), secondly 

the underlying ordinal data does not have equal distance between levels, a true zero and is 
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often not normally distributed which are all requirement for standard regression models. 

Violating such assumptions can easily lead to false positives (type-1 errors) or false negatives 

(type-2 errors) when reporting results (for an overview, see Lidell & Kruschke, 2018). 

Instead, it is suggested that researchers use updated statistical models (e.g., the hierarchical 

ordered-probit regression model; Boayue et al., 2020) to circumvent errors caused by using 

ordinal data as metric. 

Blinding 

Another concern which is heavily debated in NIBS research is blinding. Poorly 

blinded studies may suffer from both intentional and unintentional bias from both 

experimenter and participants, and thus also influence the replicability and validity of NIBS 

research. Even though newer tDCS stimulators have the option to operate in double blind 

mode, studies have found that discomfort during stimulation and perceptual differences (such 

as redness of the skin) may compromise blinding (Turi et al., 2019). NIBS studies with 

compromised blinding can be problematic, as an example, a study was recently published 

evidence suggesting that subjective prediction of tDCS was a better predictor of MW than 

actual tDCS (Fassi & Kadosh, 2020). Normally in NIBS research, blinding is assessed by 

asking the participants to introspectively assess whether they believe they received 

stimulation or not. Instead, Fassi & Kadosh (2020) suggested introducing subjective beliefs 

about the intervention as a factor in the main analysis. By reanalyzing an open access dataset 

published by Filmer et al. (2019), they found that participants subjective belief about 

receiving stimulation affected their performance more than the actual stimulation they 

received (Fassi & Kadosh, 2020). To support their claim that blinding might have been 

compromised, Fassi & Kadosh (2020) also argued that in the original study by Filmer et al. 

(2019) the participants received tDCS stimulation offline before the task, which could have 
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given participants opportunity to fully focus on detecting the sensation of the stimulation, thus 

compromising the blinding. 

However, the claim made by Fassi & Kadosh (2020) was later criticized (Gordon et 

al., 2021). The main criticism was that the original study by Filmer et al. (2019) used five 

different stimulation protocols, and Fassi & Kadosh (2020) did not assess the key contrast 

between the main condition and sham, instead they examined all conditions together in their 

analysis. Gordon et al. (2021) then went on to replicate the original finding from Filmer et al. 

(2019). They found that active intervention was a better predictor of stimulation effects on 

MW compared to subjective beliefs about the intervention, even when using the approach 

suggested by Fassi & Kadosh (2020). However, they concluded that it is important to control 

for and understand the possible effects of subjective belief in sham-controlled studies (such as 

the present study). Furthermore they suggest that the best way to prevent issues with 

subjective beliefs and problems with blinding, is the inclusion of active control conditions 

(Gordon et al., 2021). 

While the present study did not include an active control condition, all participants 

were made oblivious to any sensation associated with active stimulation by applying a local 

anesthetic directly under the electrodes 20 minutes before stimulation. Additionally, even 

though subjective beliefs about intervention was not included in the main analysis, blinding 

efficacy was checked in a separate analysis, which clearly showed evidence of effective 

blinding. In fact, participants in the sham group reported higher scores (reflecting belief that 

they received real stimulation) to the blinding questionnaire compared to the participants who 

received real stimulation, though there was no significant difference between the groups. 

Therefore, we conclude that since the participants failed to recognize which group they were 

assigned to, the blinding was successful. 
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Self-reported data 

Brain stimulation and MW research suffers from the subjectivity and uncertainty in 

self-reported data. Due to the subjective nature of the experience of MW, common practice to 

study MW is to rely on self-reported measurements to quantify MW (Seli et al., 2013; 

Smallwood & Schooler, 2006), this study is no exception to this, as the main regression model 

is reliant on self-reported thought probes as the main outcome variable. It has been suggested 

that it might be time for MW research to use machine-learning approaches and rely on 

behavioral or neurophysiological measures to circumvent this problem and get rid of though 

probes altogether (Groot et al., 2021; Kucyi et al., 2017). To complement this approach, and 

in accordance with the results from the present study, the FT-RSGT is a good step in the right 

direction. The FT-RSGT was able to capture well-known task maskers such as time on task 

effects, as well as robust behavioral manifestations of MW with high temporal resolution. 

Another problem with the current self-report measurements in the current version of 

the thought probes. The current use of the thought probes assumes that the content of thoughts 

is available for introspection. The current model uses task data from ~18 seconds before the 

thought probe appeared, and it is not unlikely that some participants might report an average 

of their thought focus for the past minute, therefore inaccurately matching their thought 

content to the behavioral responses in the time window in question (even though the question 

clearly states right before this question appeared). Additionally, the current version of the 

thought probes does not deal with different types of mind-wandering, if the participant does 

not have access to the content of their thoughts, or if they fail to classify their thoughts in the 

correct category according to the instructions given before the task. 

Task comprehension 
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There is also the problem of equal task comprehension amongst participants. Even 

though task instructions are standardized, the concept of randomness might be difficult for 

some participants to understand, or interpreted different, especially when it comes to creating 

a random pattern with only two buttons. Some participants might be on task yet perform 

poorly according to the AE behavioral measurement simply because they used the wrong 

strategy. One way to solve the problem of task comprehension could be to incorporate 

feedback at some point during training or the task. In the current version of the FT-RSGT 

participants are only instructed how to solve the task but are not allowed insight into the 

algorithm calculating their performance. Incorporating a feedback system during training of 

the FT-RSGT could be promising approach when it comes to standardizing task 

comprehension. 

An additional concern is the robustness of the effect when replicated in different 

cultures, languages, and labs. As discussed in the introduction, the original study by Axelrod 

et al. (2015) was done in Israel and their follow up replication in China (Axelrod et al., 2018). 

While they claimed to successfully replicate their original effect, the studies were criticized 

for being underpowered, and for using different stimulation montages thereby compromising 

the similarities between the original study and the replication (Csifcsák et al., 2018). The 

large-scale replication of Axelrod et al. (2015) by Boayue et al. (2019) was done in 

laboratories across 3 countries (Sweden, Norway, and the Netherlands), and 4 languages 

(Swedish, Norwegian, Dutch and English), which undoubtedly increases between subject 

variability. Clearly the true effect of tDCS on MW (should it exist) is not very large and 

should therefore be harder to detect when adding extra between subject variability such as 

language/cultural interpretations and differences. This is not a brain stimulation specific 

problem as researchers have noted that some problems can arise when attempting to 

generalize findings across cultures (e.g., Berry, 1969; Poortinga, 1989; Van De Vijver & 
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Poortinga, 1982). However, in terms of efficacy of tDCS on MW, the argument can be made 

that for tDCS to have any real-world applicability (such as treating mood disorders) the effect 

needs to be robust enough to withstand such differences. 

Motivation 

Motivation is an important factor in task engagement and sustained attention (Appel & 

Gilabert, 2002; Arnold, 1985; Fortenbaugh et al., 2017), and reward modulation can induce 

neuronal changes in sustained attention tasks (Esterman et al., 2017). MW research often uses 

monotonous tasks (the FTRSGT is no exception) to induce MW to avoid a ceiling effect in 

on-task performance. To investigate MW, the task needs to promote and give opportunity for 

the participants to MW, however one could argue that lack of motivation could produce a 

floor effect where participants just give up early in the task. The current study was set up 

without an extra motivation for performing well and relying on intrinsic problem-solving 

motivation which has been shown to differ greatly in individuals (Arnold, 1985). A great 

example of this is one participant in the current study used only one key during the entire task, 

and only responded “on task” to all 30 thought probes. Though we could not exclude this 

participant as per our exclusion criteria, this is a typical example of low motivation task 

performance. Losing valuable data sets in such a way can be problematic in a field which 

already has problems with expensive data collection and small samples.  

A solution to this could be to pay participants a standard fee for participating and offer 

some extra money should they perform well (while still paying everyone the same amount of 

money), which has been used in research where motivation is important to manipulate (e.g., 

decision making research; Csifcsak, et al., 2019; Csifcsák et al., 2020). Motivation is a 

potential problem that should be accounted for (either checking for floor effects in the data, or 

by post experiment questionnaires). Apart from the one data set mentioned above, it seems 
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unlikely that it happened in this study, as we did observe an effect of decreased task 

performance both within and between parts, suggesting slowly declining task performance 

which is to be expected this type of research. 

As we can see, there are a lot of concerns to address when designing and conducting 

brain stimulation research to investigate MW. It is up to the individual researcher and 

reviewer to make sure the quality of the research we produce is high enough to warrant 

spending the substantial amount of money that is poured into research every year, which leads 

us into other non-methodological problems with replicating research, funding and publication. 

Non-methodological reasons for low replicability 

Funding and publication bias 

A large amount of money is annually poured into research, as an example, it is 

estimated that in biomedical research in the US alone consumes upwards of 250 billion 

dollars a year (Moher et al., 2016). The problem is that it is estimated that large amounts of 

that funding was being avoidably wasted (Chalmers & Glasziou, 2009). The National Institute 

of Health research in the United Kingdom proposed a five-stage model to reduce research 

waste. The model included steps such as increasing statistical power, replication of initial 

observations, bias reduction, under-reporting of disappointing results and biased data 

reporting within studies to mention a few (Chalmers & Glasziou, 2009; Moher et al., 2016). 

Running poor methodological studies that end up never getting published is both a waste of 

time and resources. Alternatively, publishing weak methodological studies is arguably worse, 

as false positives can inspire investment into more research to waste resources on (Simmons 

et al., 2011). 

In addition to researchers inherently wanting to chase the new and innovative, there is 

also massive pressure to secure funding and to publish research as tenure and promotions are 
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determined by publication rates (Boice & Jones, 1984; Parchomovsky, 2000). Unfortunately, 

the chances of securing funding for new and innovative studies are higher than securing 

funding for replication research (Spector et al., 2015). Although steps are being taken to 

combat the inequality of funding (e.g., Baker, 2016), the inequality in funding can bias the 

academic literature towards novel studies. This inequality could also work as extra pressure 

on researchers to use researcher degrees of freedom in search of novel and exiting findings, 

which might be hard to replicate. 

A lot of private funding also helps support research (Muscio et al., 2013), and to avoid 

any undisclosed bias it is common to report any conflict of interest in an own section when 

publishing a report. While private funding is critical for a lot of research, in some fields, 

private funding might also come with a “cost”, such as funders reserving of the right to 

withhold results or specific information should they be deemed not to be “industry healthy” 

(Lexchin et al., 2003). A typical example of this could be a private pharmaceutical company 

that funds research where the results suggests that one of their products has no effect or has 

undesirable effects. In this case, the pharmaceutical company might want to discontinue the 

funding, or withhold the results from being published (Cohen, 2014; Lexchin et al., 2003; 

Lexchin, 2005). A review of pharmaceutical research found that industry funded research 

were twice as likely to not share research data or results, compared to those without industry 

backing (Lexchin, 2005). Additionally, commercially funded clinical research was more 

likely to yield positive results (especially pro-industry significant results), then compared with 

other sources of funding (Bhandari et al., 2004; Lexchin, 2005). Luckily, this is, to my 

knowledge, not common in psychological research, yet it might be too naive to believe 

commercial funding and industry backing is not somewhat transferable cross-disciplines. 

Therefore it is likely that some of the publication bias in the current psychological literature is 

partly due to conflict of interest in industry funded researchers (Harvey, 2011). 
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To combat publication bias, there is promise in the form of registered reports, and 

registered replications. Unfortunately, registering replications have “bad” reputation of 

“killing effects”, which stems from the fact that a lot of registered replications fail to replicate 

the original effect (Open Science Collaboration, 2015). In brain stimulation research both 

Boayue et al. (2019) and the present study are good examples. Some researchers even suggest 

that when researchers get heavily invested in a field, disproving a beloved theory is less 

appealing than building upon it (Ferguson & Heene, 2012). This is even more true where 

there is more ambiguity in scientific theory (such as in psychology and psychiatry; Fanelli, 

2010). As an example, over 90% of published results in psychology are theory supporting, 

while in other fields such as astronomy and physics only 70% of published reports are theory 

supporting (Fanelli, 2010). Researchers have pointed out that this discrepancy likely stems 

from the fact that social sciences are more flexible compared to some of the “hard” sciences 

such as space sciences (Ferguson & Heene, 2012). 

Another step taken towards combating publication bias and under-reporting of 

dissatisfactory results, is an increased use of preprints and database initiatives such as the 

AllTrials Campaign (https://www.alltrials.net/). Some journals are also behind this movement 

by making replication studies free of charge to publish and setting higher demands for 

statistical power requirements to publish, as well as opening for accepting registered reports. 

Registered reports are a good way to get feedback on a study (the present study had two 

revisions of the stage-1 report), as well as guaranteeing that the final report will be published. 

Registering reports is also a good way to counter the file drawer problem (Rosenthal, 1979) as 

well as publication bias (Chambers, 2013; Lakens, 2019; Waters et al., 2020). 

In addition to registering reports, the use of open access repositories is also a promising 

development when it comes to combating publication bias. Open access repositories make it 

easy to share raw research data, methods, and materials. This saves a lot of resources 
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(especially research where data collection is expensive), as well as facilitating replication and 

promotes transparent research. By sharing raw data in an open access repository, researchers 

can save both time and money by using the same dataset for multiple purposes (such as the 

example of Fassi & Kadosh, 2020). One example of this is using these freely available 

datasets instead of pilots to run power calculations before starting a new study. Sharing raw 

data in repositories as well as using preprint servers also ensure that not only published papers 

and final samples get published. Additionally using preprint servers increases the pool of 

available knowledge, and at the very least make failed studies accessible to prevent further 

resource waste. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly it also ensures that the literature does 

not only consist of significant findings that make it through the journal selection process. 

In fact, there are many benefits in sharing research data (Borgman, 2012; Figueiredo et al., 

2019). As mentioned by sharing analysis methods and raw data, the cost and time it takes to 

replicate an existing study is reduced, as well as making it easier for the study to be included 

in a meta-analysis (which in turn can increase the citation of the article; Piwowar et al., 2007). 

Registering studies and using open access repositories seems like the obvious choice when 

designing a study, however, there are also a few problems with sharing data, registering 

studies, and publishing all studies regardless of results. Perhaps the most obvious problem 

with registering is that it is time consuming. Registering a study, especially a registered report 

takes a lot of time. Often, studies are time limited due to academic time frames where there 

simply is not enough time or other resources to plan and implement a registered report. 

However, registering the final analysis pipeline does not take long, and should be a 

requirement of any confirmatory study that aims at getting published. Some researchers might 

also be afraid of their ideas being stolen by other researchers. As we examined earlier, 

researchers are under constant pressure to publish to advance their career, which creates a 

competitive environment where openly sharing the entire research process might not seem 
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tempting to everyone. Another issue with sharing research data is sensitive data. Not all raw 

data can be shared, and sensitive data will have to be anonymized before publicly shared, 

which again takes time and effort. However, this argument pales in comparison to the amount 

of time and resources that it can save. 

Concluding remarks 

This thesis presents evidence that HD-tDCS over the left DLPFC cannot reduce the 

propensity to MW, that the FT-RSGT can capture promising behavioral indices of MW, and it 

has highlighted the importance of thoroughly investigating novel findings with high powered, 

pre-registered study designs. Additionally, the thesis has reviewed some of the main 

methodological problems with brain stimulation research and proposed possible reasons for 

why brain stimulation research on mind wandering often fails to replicate. Finally, the thesis 

has discussed what can be done to further progress in brain stimulation research, and to an 

extent, psychological research as a field. And while novel exciting research is the driving 

force of scientific progress, I wish to end this thesis in the words of the Open Science 

Collaboration: “Innovation points out paths that are possible; replication points out paths that 

are likely; progress relies on both” (Open Science Collaboration, 2015). 
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